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Abstract 
 

 Short carbon fiber enhances the dimensional stability and material strength of composite 
parts created via large area polymer deposition additive manufacturing, which has been used for 
rapid fabrications of large-dimension composite parts and tooling. Nevertheless, the flow-induced 
fiber orientation formed during the material extrusion and deposition leads the deposited 
composites exhibit non-homogeneous thermal-mechanical behaviors. This study evaluates the 
fiber orientation state of a 20 wt.% CF-PEI composite fabricated by polymer deposition using the 
fully coupled flow/orientation approach. The material properties are computed by considering the 
deposited bead as heterogeneous segments with different local fiber orientation states. The 
heterogeneous thermal conductivity and expansion coefficient exhibit maximum local differences 
of 29% and 21%, respectively. The orientation-homogenized material properties are implemented 
to the finite element simulation for a large area additive manufacturing process of a single bead 
and notable differences are seen between results computed by employing the homogenous and 
heterogeneous properties.  

 
Introduction 

 
 Large Area polymer deposition Additive Manufacturing (LAAM) is seen rapid growth in 
the area of composite manufacturing due to the high efficiency enabled by the screw-extruder-
based material feeding system [1]. Large-dimension composites parts and tooling including the 
full-size car, boat or wind turbine blade mold are 3D printed directly through the LAAM 
technology with less cost in time and materials as compared to conventional methods [2-5]. The 
carbon fiber filled composites provide superior stiffness and low thermal expansion that enhance 
the mechanical performance of fabricated structures. Specifically, the discontinuous fibers re-
orient as the material flow being extruded and deposited onto the material substrate and the 
resulting fiber orientation in the beads can be quite different locally as seen in Figure 1. Nixon, et 
al. evaluated the internal geometric effects of the extrusion nozzle on the fiber orientation 
alignment using Moldflow software (Moldflow Corporation, Framingham, MA, USA), where a 
convergent nozzle geometry was found to yield higher fiber alignment than a divergent designed 
nozzle [6]. Heller, et al. employed an axisymmetric 2D flow model via COMSOL (COMSOL Inc., 
Burlington, MA, USA) simulating the nozzle flow with a short section of free extrudate included, 
and found that the die swell at nozzle exit reduced the principal fiber orientation by ~20% [7]. 
Extended works based on Heller’s model explored the non-Newtonian fluid rheology effects [8] 
and the screw swirling motion [9] on the resulting fiber orientation of an extrudate composite. 
Above mentioned studies are done using a weakly coupled formulation between the flow 
kinematics and fiber orientation evolution, where the presence of fibers is ignored during the 
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computation of the flow kinematics. In contrast, Beversta, et al. employed smoothed particle 
hydrodynamics method simulating the transient flow development during the planar deposition 
process [10], where the flow kinematics and fiber orientation were solved in a mutually coupled 
formulation. Under the same fully coupled scheme, Wang and Smith, on the other hand, applied 
the finite element approach evaluating the flow and fiber orientation fields in a nozzle-extrudate 
flow [11] and planar deposition flow [12], where a quasi-steady state of fiber orientation in the 
extruded composites was obtained for further material properties estimations. Computed results 
from prior studies (e.g., [7,8,11,12]) indicated that the fiber orientation pattern within the deposited 
beads has a direct effect on the material properties of the printed parts. 

 

 
Figure 1. Complex local orientation across a composite bead extruded by LAAM. 

 
 Particularly, this study is interested in the effect of local fiber orientation within a bead on 
the material properties of the printed composites through LAAM systems. Firstly, the non-
Newtonian flow kinematics and fiber orientation fields in a planar deposition flow domain are 
solved in a fully coupled formulation via the finite element method. The flow field is modeled 
using the power law model and the fiber orientation state is evaluated using the Advani-Tucker 
orientation tensor approach through the Folgar-Tucker fiber orientation evaluation equation with 
isotropic rotary diffusion and orthotropic fitted closure. Then, the material properties of a deposited 
bead are estimated through the orientation homogenization approach, including the elastic 
constants, coefficients of thermal expansion and thermal conductivity. The material properties 
estimation includes the effects of the locally different fiber orientation states. The transient 
thermal-mechanical history of the LAAM printing process of a single deposited strand is simulated 
via ABAQUS using the calculated properties. 
 

Fully Coupled Flow/Orientation Analysis  
 
 Governing equations for modeling the fiber reinforced composite material flow for LAAM 
applications including the identifications of the flow fields of the molten material as well as the 
fiber orientation state within the flow suspension, which are introduced in this section. 
 
Flow Kinematics Governing Equations 
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Properly identifying the flow fields of the composite melt flow ensures the evaluation of 
the flow-induced fiber orientation in the nozzle and free extrudates. Prior literature [6-9] addressed 
the nozzle flow characterization through a decoupled formulation, where the flow fields are solved 
as if no fibers present in the polymer melt. An isothermal, incompressible, and highly viscous 
creeping flow is elsewhere considered in prior related work [7], where the thermal gradients, inertia 
effect, and the time transient effect are neglected. Under these assumptions, the mass the 
momentum conservation equations of the flow field can be, respectively, written as [13] 
 

∇ ∙ � = 0, (1)

and, 
∇ ∙ � + �� = 0, (2) 

where � is the velocity tensor, � refers to the density of the continuum, � refers to the body force 
tensor, and � is the Cauchy stress tensor, which can be written as [13] 

� = � − P�, (3) 

where P is the pressure, �  is the identity matrix, and �  is the stress tensor associated shear 
deformation. The latter can be written with an anisotropic contribution from fiber orientation as 
[13] 

� = 2�� + 2����: �, (4) 

where � is the viscosity of melt, and ��  is the particle number that characterizes the intrinsic 

anisotropic impacts of the fibers on the flow rheology. � is the fourth-order fiber orientation tensor 
which will be introduced in the following section. By employing the second part in Equation 4, 
the computations of flow and fiber orientation are coupled. 
 
Fiber Orientation Governing Equations 
 

Characterizing the fiber orientation kinetics for filled polymer systems in LAAM 
applications is of great importance as the final alignment of fibers in the deposited materials 
significantly determines the strength, stiffness and warpage of a printed part. Jeffery’s Equation 
[14] first expressed the motion of a single rigid ellipsoidal particle. Folgar and Tucker [15] 
extended Jeffery’s theory to analyze the interactions between fibers in a non-dilute fiber 
suspension. Further, Advani and Tucker [16] defined the fiber orientation tensor approach to 
quantify the fiber alignment state for concentrated suspension systems, which requires fewer 
independent variables than that of the Folgar-Tucker model[15]. The Advani-Tucker equation can 
be written as[16] 

��

��
= (� ∙ � − � ∙ �) + �(� ∙ � + � ∙ � − 2�:�) + 2 ���̇(� − 3�), (5) 

where the second- and fourth-order fiber orientation tensors are defined respectively as 
� =< �� >, and � =< ���� >, (6) 

Here, � is the unit vector depicting the orientation of a single rigid fiber along the axis of fiber 
alignment. The angle bracket “< >” refers to an average over all directions, weighted by the 
probability distribution function of the orientation [11]. � is a factor counting the geometric effects 
of the fibers reinforced. For an ellipsoidal fiber, � can be evaluated as [16] 

� =
(��)���

(��)���
, (7) 

where �� is the hydrodynamic aspect ratio of the ellipsoidal fiber. �� is an empirical coefficient 
that including the fiber-fiber interactions. Bay proposed an expression of �� as [17], 

�� = 0.0184exp (−0.7148����), (8) 
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where �� refers to the fiber volume fraction of the composite system. In addition, � and � are the 

vorticity tensor and rate-of-deformation tensor of the suspension flow, respectively, which can be 
written as 

� = (∇� + ∇��)/2 and � = (∇� − ∇��)/2, (9) 

where ∇� indicates the flow gradient field and the superscript � refers to the matrix transpose 
operation.  
 

2D Planar Deposition Flow Modeling  
 
 This study simulates the LAAM deposition flow by considering the melt flow in the nozzle 
tip tabular region plus a strand of deposited bead as flow domain of interest. A 2D planar model is 
employed where the width of extrudate is assumed as in one-unit dimension, as appearing in Figure 
2. The diameter of the nozzle tip is 1/8 inch, based on the geometrical design of a Strangpresse 
large-scale additive manufacturing Model 19 single screw extruder nozzle, as given in [7]. The 
distance between the nozzle end and material substrate (i.e., layer thickness) is 3mm, as commonly 
employed in large scale AM applications [12]. In addition, the bead length is set as 30 mm, which 
is 10 times of the layer thickness so that a quasi-steady state of the fiber orientation could be 
achieved. The boundary conditions of the flow domain labeled in Figure 2, such that 
 

 Flow inlet, where a fully developed velocity profile is imposed. The velocity profile is 
computed based on the prescribed volumetric flow rate of 3.05 × 10�� ��/�, which is a 
typical material feed rate in LAAM extruders [12]. 
 No-slip wall, where �� = �� = 0 , and ��  and ��  refer to the tangential and normal 
velocity of a node. 
 Free surface, where �� = �� = 0, indicating no pressure condition on the flow end. And 
�� and �� refer to the tangential and normal force of a node. 
 Flow end, where geometries contact detection (algorithm provided in Polyflow) is set. 
 Material substrate, where a tangent velocity is imposed to simulate the relative motion 
between the nozzle and the substrate (i.e., vx = -0.106 m/s, which equals to the averaged 
vertical velocity of the flow at the nozzle exit, also see [12]) 

 
 In addition, the hyperbolic form of Equation 5 requires an initial condition of the second-
order fiber orientation tensor at the flow inlet. Herein, we imposed a fully developed fiber 
orientation state reported by Heller, et al. [7], assuming that the orientation state reaches somewhat 
a steady state at the inlet of the flow. The fiber aspect ratio is set as 15, in an averaged sense, which 
is a safe estimation based on related experiments (see, e.g., [18,19]). The �� is set as 0.0055, based 
on Equation 8. 
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Figure 2. Boundaries of the flow domain of interest. 

 
 The flow velocity fields vx, vy are plotted in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. It is seen that the 
velocity profile vx reaches an equilibrium roughly in the middle of the deposited bead. The fiber 
orientation tensor fields of A11 and A22 components are plotted in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. It 
is clearly seen that the fibers are highly aligned along the direction of deposition. The fiber 
orientation state also reaches a steady state much faster as compared to the flow kinematics, 
comparing the contours of Figures 3 and 5. Furthermore, we employed the steady state fiber 
orientation seen in the flow end to evaluate the material properties through the orientation 
homogenization method [16]. The second order fiber orientation tensor diagonal components at 
the flow end across the bead thickness are given in Figure 7. The constituent materials properties 
of the carbon fiber and PEI matrix are given in Table 1. The computed material properties at each 
location of the computed fiber orientation tensor (cf. Figure 7) are ultimately integrated across the 
bead thickness direction to obtain the effective properties of the bead. Computed properties 
including elastic constants, thermal conductivity and expansion coefficients are given in Table 2. 
Note, due to the high principal fiber alignment (cf. Figure 5), the material properties of deposited 
PEI composites exhibit notably material anisotropy. The direction “11” in Table 2 refers to the 
direction of material loading and “22”,”33” denote to the transverse directions. In addition, E, �, 
�  denote to the elastic constant, coefficient of thermal expansion, and coefficient of thermal 
conductivity, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 3. Velocity vector component vx of planar deposition flow. 
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Figure 4. Velocity vector component vy of planar deposition flow. 

 

 
Figure 5. Fiber orientation component A11 of planar deposition flow. 

 

 
Figure 6. Fiber orientation component A22 of planar deposition flow. 
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Figure 7. Fiber orientation tensor components at the flow end across the bead thickness. 

 

Table 1. Material properties of the phase materials of a 20 wt.% CF-PEI (~16 vol.%). 

Material E (GPa) � � � 
PEI matrix 3 0.4 90e-6 0.175 

Carbon fiber 230 0.2 -2.6e-6 3.06 

 
Table 2. Material properties of deposited CF-PEI composites estimated by orientation 

homogenization. 

Direction E (GPa) G (GPa) � � � 
11 11.67 N/A N/A 3.084e-5 0.500 
22 5.19 N/A N/A 8.302e-5 0.144 
33 1.86 N/A N/A 7.079e-5 0.182 
12 N/A 1.86 0.19 N/A N/A 

23 N/A 1.62 0.52 N/A N/A 

13 N/A 2.19 0.21 N/A N/A 

 
 It is noticed that the steady state fiber orientation at the flow end exhibit notably difference 
locally, where, e.g., the maximum A11 component (i.e., 0.9568) is 59% higher than that of the 
minimum (i.e., 0.6011). Hoskins, et al. measured the coefficients of thermal expansion on LAAM-
made ABS composites and results show a similar trend as seen in A11 components appearing in 
Figure 7. In simulating the residual stress of LAAM-made parts, they partitioned the deposited 
strand in five subdomains with five different material properties estimated based on their measured 
data [20]. Herein, a similar strategy is employed to define our deposited PEI composites for further 
printing process simulation, where the bead is divided into five equal-length sections along the 
direction of bead thickness. Material properties of each sections are estimated using the local fiber 
orientation within that section via the same orientation homogenization approach applied above 
[16]. The entire material properties estimated considering the local fiber orientation state are given 
in Table 3 for further simulations. Specifically, we plot three properties, for instance, through 
Figure 8, where the properties of E11, �11, ���.are included. It can be seen that the locally defined 
material properties exhibit dramatically differences as compared to the uniformly homogenized 
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effective properties estimated by the integration over the bead thickness, where the maximum local 
differences on �11, and  ��� are 29% and 21%, respectively.  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 8. Homogenized material properties across the bead thickness: (a) E11; (b) �11; (c) ���. 
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Table 3. Locally homogenized material properties of deposited CF-PEI composites. 

Layer Direction E (GPa) G (GPa) � � � 

Layer 1 

11 13.55 N/A N/A 2.878e-5 0.551 
22 4.70 N/A N/A 8.660e-5 0.117 
33 4.99 N/A N/A 7.319e-5 0.158 
12 N/A 1.65 0.16 N/A N/A 

23 N/A 1.51 0.55 N/A N/A 

13 N/A 2.06 0.18 N/A N/A 

Layer 2 

11 10.91 N/A N/A 3.144e-5 0.479 
22 4.93 N/A N/A 8.129e-5 0.156 
33 5.25 N/A N/A 7.018e-5 0.190 
12 N/A 1.97 0.20 N/A N/A 

23 N/A 1.68 0.50 N/A N/A 

13 N/A 2.26 0.22 N/A N/A 

Layer 3 

11 9.75 N/A N/A 3.416e-5 0.441 
22 5.10 N/A N/A 7.796e-5 0.177 
33 5.44 N/A N/A 6.803e-5 0.208 
12 N/A 2.09 0.24 N/A N/A 

23 N/A 1.77 0.49 N/A N/A 

13 N/A 2.32 0.25 N/A N/A 

Layer 4 

11 13.23 N/A N/A 2.821e-5 0.552 
22 4.67 N/A N/A 8.708e-5 0.117 
33 4.99 N/A N/A 7.334e-5 0.157 
12 N/A 1.64 0.16 N/A N/A 

23 N/A 1.49 0.55 N/A N/A 

13 N/A 2.05 0.18 N/A N/A 

Layer 5 

11 12.20 N/A N/A 3.000e-5 0.514 
22 4.81 N/A N/A 8.490e-5 0.134 
33 5.15 N/A N/A 7.075e-5 0.178 
12 N/A 1.80 0.18 N/A N/A 

23 N/A 1.59 0.53 N/A N/A 

13 N/A 2.20 0.20 N/A N/A 

 
Finite Element Simulation of LAAM 

 
 The transient LAAM process of a 100mm-length single strand is simulated via ABAQUS 
element activation/deactivation function. The unit extrusion element is in 3mm thickness as 
normally seen for LAAM-deposited beads [11,12]. The width of the unit is assumed as 8mm. The 
print speed (i.e., nozzle moving speed) is set as 100 mm/s (see, e.g., [11]), and the step analysis 
time for a unit element is 0.005 second. Thermal and mechanical boundary conditions are set based 
on a related preceding study [21]. Specifically, the initial temperature of each extrusion unit is 380 
℃, which is common for CF-PEI [18]. The temperatures of the substrate and ambient air are 90 ℃ 
and 110 ℃, respectively. The air convection coefficient is set as 90 �/(�� �).  
 Computed Mises stress contours by employing uniformly homogenized material properties 
and five-layer locally homogenized material properties are given in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. 
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The stress contours in Figures 9 and 10 are in similar fashion, while the maximum stress values of 
the simulations exhibit a notable difference. By employing locally homogenized material 
properties, the maximum stress reduces 14% as compared to that computed using uniformly 
homogenized material properties. In addition, we present the Mises stress in the direction of 
material loading in Figures 11 and 12, where significant differences are seen clearly in the 
contours, especially across the bead thickness. This is a result of the high degree of material 
anisotropy as seen in Tables 2 and 3. Further, the maximum deformation of the as-printed bead in 
uniform properties and localized properties simulations are 5.64E-3 mm and 5.13E-3 mm, 
respectively, i.e., ~10% difference for the LAAM process of a 100mm-length single bead. From 
where it is expected that for large-dimension LAAM parts, the over-estimation in material 
deformations may be much higher by using uniformly homogenized properties over locally 
homogenized properties. To this end, the local orientation effects are considered as a crucial 
component in simulations of LAAM composites manufacturing. 

 

 
Figure 9. Mises stress contour of a 20% CF-PEI to form a 100mm-length single strand by 

employing uniformly homogenized material properties. 
 

 
Figure 10. Mises stress contour of a 20% CF-PEI to form a 100mm-length single strand by 

employing five-layer homogenized material properties. 
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Figure 11. Mises stress component S11 contour of a 20% CF-PEI to form a 100mm-length single 

strand by employing uniformly homogenized material properties. 
 

 
Figure 12. Mises stress component S11 contour of a 20% CF-PEI to form a 100mm-length single 

strand by employing uniformly homogenized material properties. 
 

Conclusion 
 

 A two-step finite element based method is employed to simulation the LAAM process of 
20 wt.% carbon fiber filled PEI polymer. The extrusion deposition process is simulated via a fully 
coupled flow/orientation approach, where the flow kinematics and fiber orientation tensor fields 
are solved. Employing the steady state fiber orientation tensor at the deposition flow end into the 
orientation homogenization method, the elastic constants, thermal conductivity and thermal 
expansion coefficients of the deposited CF-PEI composites are estimated. The fiber orientation 
effects on the material properties are considered in the property estimations, where the deposited 
bead is equally divided into five layers and fiber orientation within each layer are homogenized 
independently. The thermal-mechanical transient history of the LAAM process of a 100mm-length 
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single deposited strand is simulated via ABAQUS, employing the computed material properties. 
As compared to results computed by employing uniformly homogenized material properties, the 
locally homogenized material properties simulation exhibits significant difference in the Mises 
stress contours, where the maximum stress value reduces 14%. In addition, the uniformly 
homogenized properties simulation over-estimates the maximum deformation in the deposited 
bead as compared to the localized properties simulation. To these ends, the fiber orientation effects 
on the material properties are considered as an important component in LAAM simulations. 
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